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He read a statement before the eon- proboscis, contains a modified germ
vention, retracting all but one of his of the malarial fever, and, according
objectionable utterances, and expressto the well-settled law of inoculation,
J. W. LIGON, TRENTON, KY.
ing regret that he wrote the cyclope- the introduction of the weak germ
The monetary commission that was dia article, and said that he would do renders harmless an attack by the
appointed by President McKinley Boon what he could, even yet, to eliminate strong germ.
after his inauguration to visit the the objectionable points in it, but
"A mosquito will never insert its
principle nations of Europe in order feared that it had passed beyond his lancet in a person not susceptible to
to advance the cause of bimetallism by control. He still held to his historic an attack of malaria. In tbis respect,
international agreement has reached position that Baptists practiced sprinkits sense ill more accurate than the
Paris. The three noted men who ling in the seventeenth century. At most skilled and experienced patholcompose this commission will wait in the conclusion of his statement, some ogist. This also proves not only its
one started a song, and many from u.nerring instinct, but that it never
the gay city until the n~wly-appointed American Embassador shall have tbe audience came forward and shook wounds unnecessarily. Its thrusts
been receiVi>dand recognized by the his band. ThuB the matter ended. are those of a skilled and human SurFrench government. He will then There was no action taken by the geon, a'ld even more unselfish, for the
body, either for him, or against him. hope of a fee never qUickensbim, nor
introduce them to President Faure
and they will confer with him in redoes the malediction of bis patient degard to the object of their visit. They
God has made all things for some ter him in tbe ful1Ulmentof his duty."
will go from there to England, and
wise purpose, and if we could always
thence to Germany.
Beethe good that il in even the most
United States Senator, Josepb H.
pestiferous insects, we would be Earl, of South Carolina, died at GreenA very interestin~ correspondence wiser. When the writer was a boy, ville in that state, May 20. He was
that took place some time ago between and plowingthe fields, his plow would born April 30, 1848, and waa elected
Secretary Olney and the SpanishMin- sometimea tear up a bumblebee's nest;
to the Senate on the 27th of last Janister' De Lome, in regard to the the mules would kick and run, the uary to succeed Senator Irby.
troubles in Cuba, has just recently
boy woul. fight the bees and wonder
been made public. Mr. Olney, speakwhat God made such thiugs for, and
The first page man had a peculiar
ing for the United States, tendered
to thia day he cannot tell why they experience a few days ago. He marthe good offices of his g'lvernment to have stings. He has learned, howevried a couple at 3 o'clock one day and
aid in bringing about a state of p"ace er, that the bumblebee is the principreached a funeral sermon in the
and amity between Spain and Cuba. pal agent in carrying the stamin of
same room at 3 0 'clock tbe next day.
De Lome, on the part of Spain, reone flower to the pistil of another,
The one whose funeral we conducted
fused mediation, and declared that
and thus making our gardens and our was Sister Stokes, an esteemed memthe submission of Cuba is the only fields beautiful. One other insect has
ber of the Trenton church. She had
way by which peace can be realized.
puzzled us often-the mosquito. We consumption.
She was leaving a
In this point he may be mistaken. A have often heard the buzz of his
grown daughter, who is also a membill recognizing the belligerency ofthe "filmy wing," and felt the sharp end
ber of our congregation. This daughCubans has already passed through of his "bloo'd-extracting" bill, and
ter, Miss Myrtie, was engaged to be
the Senat), and will quite likely pass have wondered what good he could
married, and her mother knew it, and
the Lower House. This may put a be to the world. We had about derequested that the marriage be pernew phase upon the Cuban question.
spaired of ever learning any good reaformed before her death. In complison for his existence, but we picked up ance with this request, they were
We made refference in these notes a copy of the Louisville Dispatch on married, and the bride's mother passed
two weeks ago to the termination of tht train yesterday in which we found
away about two hours afterwards. She
the Whitsett controversy at the recent the following Ecientific disertation on
meeting of the Southern Baptist Con- his usefulness to the human family. was a good Christian woman, and, no
vention. Our statements were }>ased "There are four truths respecting the doubt, phe bas entered into rest.
upon press reports of the meeting, but mosquito which modern science has Brother G. P. Tucker, the groom, is
since the appearance of our note, we established. A mosquito cannot live a nice young man and an earnest
have been favored with a copy of the in air free from malarial poison. Un- Christian. Our best wishes go with
tainted air has the same effect on him
Western Recorder, which ~iveBa difthem.
ferent accouut of the proceedings. as a healthy community on a doctor.
It
deprives
him
of
patients,
and
he
We consider the Recorder better au·
The writer of this page is now at
must go to less favored localities to
thority than tile secular press in matpractice.
Artbur, Ind., where he expects to beters pert~inini to the Baptist denomination. The facts are that he was
"The lymph, which flows through gin a meeting to-night(May 25). We
neither acquitted Dor condemned. an automatic valve when it inserts its hope and pray for a good meeting.

ffOVfiments of the Wopld.

TIm GOSPEL MESSENGER.
Monday night was spent in Hopkinsville at the
Hill House which is one of the best dollar houses in
the state. It is run by Mr/!. J. D. Hill who is au
earnest disciple of Christ.

(tortesponbence ,. ..
Alabama field Notes.
O. P.

SPIEGEL,

BIRMINGHAM.

I am now at Citronelle, thirty-three
miles
'north of Mobile. Bro. O. C. Bartley is here for
his health, and the good water, good treatment and
rest have greatly benefited him.
In Mobile yesterday I found ~i!'ter Graham.
Ten or fifteen days will be spent in and around
Mobile at Citronelle, Deer Park and Fair Hope. As
I have just arrived can tell but little of the outlook
for the cause. Will post the brethren on this field
later.

Tuesday noon found me in Elkton at the Gant
House which is run by Mrs. Gant, where I make
general headquarters, when on a visit to that town.
We expect Bro. J. T. Hawkins to be here
(Elkton) w continue a meeting which began at our
prayer-meeting last night. There will be' prayermeeting the rest of the week, and preaching by
Bro. Mobley next Lord's day. We hope for a good
meeting.

Our South Kentuclcy work is in excellent condition with only one trouble, but that happ~ns to
w:mt of means to pay our
The month of May waRalmost a failure toward be a big trouble-the
faithful preachers for the work they are doing at
collections for state missions. Remember, brethren,
mission
points. Will brethren who have pledged to
we are in this work seven days and nighb in each
our
work,
remit to Jas. H. Kerr, Henderson, Ky.
week, and, as you have have asked us to cut 10(;;lie
at.an
early
date.
Will brethren who made no pledge
from the cares of the world and trust you and God
for ou~ support in t his week, we are relying upon to the work, remember their obligation to support
you. I can make a fine living at secular work, and the gospel, and send in a liberal "contribution to aid
be at home all the time. Do you intend to drive in this good work.
.
I am in possession of several If'tters from
me to it, and turn loose our hold upon this work
brethren telling about the work at different places.
when the whole wicked world with denominationalism is ready to fall? The main way_for you to do Will these brethren pleaie write these items of news
Of course I am always glad to
it is to withdraw your support, or rather fail to send to the MESSENGER.
in a contribution at many are doing. But I am hf'ar from them, and hope they will continue to.
favor me with these good letters from time to time.
persuaded better thin~s of you.
Will you also please write newsy letters to the paper.
The tent. How badly we need it. Will not the
An arrangement has been made with Bro. W.
brethren and friends everywhere send us a pledge
A. Gibson to hold some meetings for our work.
f or it? So many have written, "We intend to help
Any brethren desiring to secure the services of a
buy it."
W ell, tell UR how much you will he:p, and
good evangelist will do well to write W. A. Gibson,
then we will know when we get enough promised,
Morganfield, Ky.
collect it in, order the tent, and preach the Gospel
under it.
I call attention to .Bro. Crossfield's article on
"Why

South Kentucky field Notes.
J.

w.

GANT, ELKTON,

It is excellent.

[Brother Crossfield's intere!:lting article reached
us too late for publication this week, but will appear
in next issue. -ED. ]

KY.

Preached last Lord'" day morning, and evenin~ at Crofton. I always enjoy my visits to that
place. Saturday and Sunday nights were spent at
the home of Bro. A. B. Croft. The first time I
ever visited Crofton which was about 15 years ago,
I stopped with Bro. Croft, and from that time till
now, I have made his house headquarters when in
that town. I dined Sunday with Sister Clark. Also,
took two meals with Prof. Rhodes at the Crofton
hotel a house greatly appreciated by the travellin~

~~~.

the Church."

-

Miss Lula Clark has written some beautiful poems
which she will ere long publish in book form. She
h as kindly agrel'd to send some of them to the MESSENGER which I kWlw will h~ qDI'H"P£~ial<!rl
by its
readers.

MISSISSIPPI.
J. A. STEVENS.
JACKSON CHURCH.

The writer recently preached a week for Bro.
W. A. Neal at the Jackson church. The result of
th~ preaching was five additions to the church.
The work at Jackson is ~radually, but surely gr0Wing. The Jackson people are now beginning to recognize in us, a factor in the social and religious
makeup of the city. It goes without saying that
Jack;;on is now, and ever will be the leading city of
the great state of Miesissippi.
True she has al ways been a conservative city
and regarded as rich, but very slow. 11 now de-
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velop!! that during all the!le years she has been
slowly cutting the ditches, and laying the pipes, and
getting ready for the cloud burst of progress and
improvement that that is now upon her. A $750,
000 capitol is only the "wave offering" of the harvest of progress to immediately follow.
Fortunately for our little congregat:on at Jackson, throllgh the energetic labors of Bro. M. F.
Harmon, their former pastor for five years, they
have a brand new brick church building, which
with the grounds is worth about $800. The exterior of this building i! all right.
The interior is
complete with the exception of seats and carpetii,
both of which are absolutely necessary to success in
the city of Jackson.
But this is not all. The
Jackson church owes $1000 on this building that is
liteJ ally pressing the life out of them. We have
but -40 or 50 members at Jackson and most of them
are poor-~ll
poor compared with many of our
brethren throughout the state. It will take $500
to finish the interior of the building and $1000 to
pay the debt on the house.
Now, this does not look large till we remember
that this 40 or 50 members have every ounce they
can carry in 8upporting their preacher.
There i!
not a more liberal congregation in the brotherhood
than the one at Jackson, and yet there is a limit to
their ability . They must have help. TheJ will
get help.· God almightly has never forsaken such
sacrifice ali has been, and is being made by that lit-

M~SENGER.
stretching out our strong arms and helping a church
that has done all in its power, to succeed, and by
encoura~ing s pastor who is willing to "spend and
be spent" for the cause in Jackson.

,/

Brother Branch's Work.

I am now in the field of the irreprehem;ible,
irrepressible, irresitable J. A. Branch. He is certainly the man for the place he iii in. He never
forgets to preach thp. gospel to " every creature"
along the road. If he meets a man, if he travels
with him, if he asks the way, if he enquires after
the health of the people-no matter what gives him
a chance to speak, he mixes in the word of the
Lord. To illustrate, we were going from River
View to West Point in ll. buggy together, and met a
man in a road cart, driving in a fast trot out into
the country.
The man bowed and spoke very nicely and gentlemanly.
Branch at once turned to me
and said: "If I ever meet that man again, I intend
to stop him and find out where he liveR. That man
is a gentleman, he has no religiou s prejudices, he
can be taught the truth."
Wt'll, on our return
that afternoon, I saw the same man meeting us on
h is return to the city, and called the attention of
Brother Branch.
According to hilSpromise in the
morning, he stopped his horse as the man drew near
and said: "Brother, [every man is Branch's brother] I want to know your name and where you live,
When we met you this morning, you spoke like a
gentleman, and like you were glad to see other folks
living, and it doe!' me '>0 much good to see a tru(>
man and a ~entleman, I told Brother Henry I intended to stop you and hecome acquainted with you."
Hilre the man told him his "lame and where he lived,
and that the door was open, or the latch string on
the outside, and invited us to call and spend a8
much time as we could spare. Branch, in return,
introduced me, told my business, and where
I liv'ld, and then his name, his busine8s,· where he
lived, and that he was the only branch in that country that ran uphill, and to come, "I want to talk to
you of the love of the Lord and the gospel of his

tle church.
The church is just now in such a shape, that
the man or WOiaan, or the men and women, who pay
this debt establish forever the cause in the capital
of Mississippi. There are at lea!!t two individuals
in Mississippi, soon to "pass over the river," who
mean to leave their savings to the church of Christ
in Mississippi. To what feature "f the work they
mean to make their bequests I know not, but I do
know that the Jackson church is ten fold more
promising, and just as worthy an object of such a
blessing as can be found in the state. There is not
a more worthy object in the world, for that matter ..
But we should not wllit for bequests. I am a
poor preacher with a family on my hands, and a Son."
wife who is practically a permanent invalid for life,
This is a fair specimen of the way Branch is
but I will be one of 50 men to come forward at
getting acquainted with the people and pressing his
once and payoff the $1000 debt against the Jackson
mission upon them. There is nb man among us
charch. Let every man who wants to join .ne ,in
held in higher esteem in this field than J. A. Branch.
this enterprise drop me a posta~ card, the money to
He is out now in the country. working up some new
be paid when the full amount is promised.
If any
. places to prea0h.
We expect to get together about
one feels like droping a ray (If light by promising a
next Monday, and take a tour among his churches,
bequest, drop me II note and it will be beld in conschoolhouses, and mission l'0ints of a week or two.
fidence if desired.
If any preacher is ouf of work, and it is work be
Bro. W. A. Neal, the mipister of the Jackson
wantE, not a sinecure, he can ~et it by calling on
church is pre-eminently the man for the place. He Brother Branch.
He has it-:-pl(>nty of it-and to
is fully and thoroughly consecrated tl' the work. I ~pare, only because he cannot possibly do it all.
think he is acco·mplishing as much itS any living man
There ought to be a good worker at West Point,
could accomplish under the circumstances.
Let UR
(Continued on paqf>6.)
make his heart, and that of the church glad by

•
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Preachers and Churches.

No.3.

Having spoken of that necessary element of
Christianity which was supplied in New Testament
times through the medium of the eldership, and
which today must often be supplied by means of
calling in a duly qualified preacher, reminds me of
the necessity of stating that it is often found existing in congregations independent of the work of any
_regular preacher.
There are different or diverse
phases of the work of the eldership as set forth in
the Scriptures.
I have sometimes thought that
probably the divine reason for a plurality of those
elders in every congregation
was in order to
supply in the person of one man what was lacking
in another.
The essential qualities found in one
man standing as a necessary complement to those
essential qualities found in the person of another.
If all necessary qualities could have been found
combined in a single individual it is probable that a
plurality would have been unnecessary.
This, ali
will be understood, is only offered as suggestive and
not to be accepted as a clearlyrevealed Bibl~ truth.
It is at If\ast worthy of thought and investigation.
One explanation I here desire to make before I
proceed farther; viz: that I do not understand the
New Testament to teach that the Lord ever designed the existence' of an elder8hip in the sense of exercising offiClal authority.
Those, then, who read
what I here say in regard to the eldership must not
understand me as intimating that there is a necessity
for the existence of elders as persons in official authority, for such I do not believe was ever intended
by our Lord, and I would not, for any consideration,
• advance an idea that w0l!ld tend to confirm the already much prevalent notion that there exists a"
necessity for official rule in the church.
One phase of the work of' those commonly denominated the eldership is to look after the buainess
interest of the congregation: this, of course, is to
be done in conjunction with the work of those who
serve as deacons. Frequently this necessary business element is all that it is required to be in order
to the successful business operations of the congregation; being distributed in different f(>]'ms, and
in greater or less degrees, among different individual members.
Such members in a cOIJgregation,
co-operating harmoniously, will manipulate its business affairs to as much advantage as is probably possible under existing environments.
In such a congregation a preacher is not needed for his busine8s
capacity.
He may be needed to supplement what
is lacking in the way of spiritual training and in the
edification of the membership-i.
e., feeding the
flock~, but he can, under such conditions, be void
of any business capacity and all will work smoothly,
provided he has ability to supply what lS wanting
in otb~J' reRueds
If among the membership of a
congregation there exists not only the necessary
business element, but also the essential element for

8pirltual edification, such congregation does not need
a preacher at !"Illin the capacity,'(>f pastor.
One is
needed that he may be used as au evangelist, to
reach those who are without, but he is not needed
as a pastor.
He may be void of pastoral ability
and yet succeed well while en~aged with such congregation, simply because he is efficient as an evangelist. But it is not right to call such a preacher
the paator of the congregation, for scripturally
he
is not a pastor, lacking, a'3 he does, the essential
qualification!:! of a pastor.
It may be well here to remark that con gregations thus provided for in the scriptural qualifications
of their membership may be exceedingly rare, yet
some such d0 exist. This writer now has one such
congregation in his mind, and a young preacher,
whom they can use as an evangelist, mits them fully
as well as an older man would," for they do not nliled
him as a pastor.
The principle part oftheir preacher's work is to preach to the unconverted who attend the Lord's day worship.
In this he is doing a
good work, but we must not confound the work
that he is thus doing with the legitimate work that
because he is successful with a church he would be
successful with a church where all the pastoral elements were lacking in the membership.
In such a
congregation he might prove to be a failure, simply
because of his inability to supply in his own personal
work the qualities which were lacking.
One of the. greatest obstacles with which a
preacher has to contend in his efforts to inaugurate
a successful work in congregation~ where he is most
needed is the ignorance and presumpti.n
of those
who imagine themselves efficient elders.
Ignorance
and presumption go hand in hand, and some people
are made up of only two ingredients; one-hl1.lf ignorance and the other half presumption.
Many of our so-called elders hllve been placed
in the positions which they hold by a class of hairbrained preachers who run around over the country
and imagine it their duty to "organize" every thin,!!,'
in sight; making "elders"
and "deacons"
out of
any thing that wears breeches, backed up by egotism. These men, when once put at the head of
affairs, are ever afterward a menace to all real
spiritual progress in the congregation.
And, strange
to say, they imagine that the rule of the church according to their egotistical ideas is after the divine
order, and any deviation they regard as a departure
from the faith.
Of course this cannot be said of
all inefficient elders, for many of them are unassumin~ men, who are simply unfit for the position they
occupy.
As a rule therp, is one man of the number
usuaHy selected who assumes the control of all the
others.
Frequently, on investigation, it will be found
that this one man has been chosen because he happened to possess a little more propelty than any
Q!.Q" 'lnd beeause the unwary preacher
who "01'gani'?;~i
I.l
congregation Illistl;>oke~otism for in()"lq
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tellect, and vanity for spiritual fitness. This man
aspires to be regarded as the ruling "elder,"
and
he very soon attains to that position, greatly to the
detriment of the cause of Christ.
A congregation
being "bossed by such men, us above described,
needs, above all things .else, 9 preacher to take
charge of affairs who is an humble, experienced,
God-fearing man; one who will make his life a
spiritual example to the flock, and who will not simply put in his time trying to preaeh sermon"! which
"please" and '.'entertain" the hearers.
VERITAS VINCIT.

.._ ..

(To be continued.)

The Sinner's Question.
D. A. BRINDLE.

"What must I do to be 8aved?" Acts 16: 30.
This is a question of vast importance.
A more momentous question has never eminated from the heart of man. The ~ubject of salvation from sin':'-its guilt and c.2ndemnation-is truly
thrilling.
Its valu~'Cltn only be measured by the
worth of immortal souls. On the one hand, it
looks into the dark future and the rayless night of
death, suggesting the final doom of the ungodly,
and on the other hand it points to the bright and
joyous realm, where the saved of all ages meet.
Sim~er, this is your question, and the final di8position you make of it will determine your eternal weal
or woe. Dear reader, are you saved? If not, why
not? You cannot afford to treat this question with
indifference.
You may let it rest now, but it will
not let you rest by and by. If you pass this question by and treat it with inc1ifference, it will confront
you at death and will haunt you in eternity.
Now
is the time to think and to act.

whole counsel of God to men in
matter!
A fearful responsibility
body. It is our purpose, in this
find the true and full answer tf'
all the world there is

5
such a momentous
rests here on sometract, to help you
this question. In

BUT ONE BOOK THAT CAN ANSWER IT,
and that is the Bible. The millions of volumes in
the world's libraries cannot answer it. Geology
can explain the structure and physical features of
the earth, lAndastronomy can tell us of the number
and magnitude of the stars; but neither these nor
all the philosophy of earth combined can answer
the question, "What must I do to be saved?"
The
Bible alone can do this. To be infallibly safe then
we must, with Bible in hand, sit down at the foot
of the cross and
HEAR \\ HAT JESUS AND THE APOSTLES SAY.

We should guard against hasty reasoning and
immature conclusions respecting this important
question. No man is competent to act as a juror in
our civil or criminal courts who makes up his mind
before the evider;ce-all
the evidence-has
been
given. Neither is one prepared to intelligently settle the question before us, until he has heard and
considered all the Holy Spirit has said on the llubject. What is said in one place may be modified by
what is said in another.
Hence the importance of
bringing together into one view all the divine sayings touching this question. We read the following
scriptures as imbracing every distinct thought contained in the New Testament on the subject before us.
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
shalt be saved.'! Acts 16: 31.
"If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord
Jesus, and believe in thine heart that God hath
raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved."
Romans 10: 9.
THIS IS A SERIOUS QUESTION.
"He that believeth and is baptized shall be
Hundreds and thousands over this land and
saved."
Mark 16: 16.
country have asked the question, "Whatmust I do to
"Repent and be baptized everyone of you in
be saved," and have spent weary days tearfully
the name of Jesu," Christ, for the remission Of.SIllS,
pleading for the answer. Many have been weeks
and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit."
and months seeking salvation, and seme, alai! have
Acts 2: 38.
died with the question burning on their lips and
This induction of passages shows the danger
have thus gone into the presenc'e of God without
of
relying
exclusively on a single passage for a full
the answer!
Why is this? Do you say they are
and
complet€
answer to this important question.
not honest and have not given up all for Christ?
One
passage
mentions
nothing but faith as a condiYou are mistaken.
They are honest. They h.ave
tion of salvation, or pardon, and another repentance,
given up all, and are willing to do anything the
Lord requires of them, if they can only learn what and still another baptism. Now, to take the' first
that is. They have done all they have been told to passage by itself, and conclude from that, that saldo, and yet they ure not saved-or have not the as- vation is conditioned on faith alone, is to reason
surance of God's wurd that they are saved. No hastily and conclude rashly. Not only so, but such
wonder some become skeptical!
Have we not the condusion would be a violation of the plain teaching
same word of God the apostles had? Did ever a of God's word. The Lord says: "By works (or
sinner fail when he asked the apostles what he must obe<1ience) a man is justified, and not oy faith only."
See James 2: 24 .
.do to be saved? Not a sin2le one. Were any turn'
If
it be objected that the jailer, to whom Paul
.ed off seeking in those days? No, they were all
told what to do. How sad to fail to declare the said: "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
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shalt be saved," did not have the other conditions
before him, and therefore could not have underst(\od their contents to have been implied in what
Paul said to him, the answer is at hand. He had
Paul present before him to tell the rest; and this
the apostle proceeded to do when he "preached to
him the wvrd of the Lord."
The Lord Jesus, before ascending to the Father
gave the commission to his disciples to go and preach
sayin~: "Go ye into all the world and preach the
gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not
ihall be damned."
Matt. 16: 15, 16. This is the
eommission under which we ale preaching to-day;
and it is the commission under which Peter was acting when he said: "Repent and be baptized every
one of you in the name of .Jesus Christ for the remission Qf sins." Acts. 2: 38. See how beautifully this harmonizes with the commission. Convicted sinners propounded the great question that we
are now considering, and were an-wered in the
language just quoted. There is no obscurity in this
language. It is plain in itself. And when viewed
in the light of Mark 16: 16, it is very clear.
Now, if you are bothered by the consideration
that
THE SCRIPTURES APPARENTLY GIVE DIFFERENT ANSWERS

Such obedience makes us simply "Christians"
or "disciples of Christ" (Acts 11: 26)-members
of the 'one body of which we read in the New
Testameat.
But you should remember that now t.he wOl".k
is just begun. The Godly life is to be lived before
we are saved in the "everlll.sting kingdom."
You
may have been "purged from your old sins," but
you must now "give diligence to make your calling
and election Aure." You must "add to your faith,
virtue; and to your virtue, knowledge, and to kno}Vledge, temperance; and to temperance; patience;
and to patience, godliness; to godliness, brotherly
kindness; and to brotherly kin.dness, charity. For.
so an entrance shall be ministered unto you abundantly, into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord.
and Savior Jesus Christ."
Paul teaches that God
will g!ve eternal life to "them who, by patient con- .
tivuance in well doing, seek for glory and honor and
immortali ty."
Now in conclusion, sinner, won't you give your
heart to God?- Your whole heart to his service.
Make a full surrender of yourself t.o "the Lord and
to the }word of his grace."
LMk into the perfect law of liberty. and coninue therein, being not a forgetful Jaearer, but a
doer o.f the work, and you shall be blessed in your
deeds.

to t.he question before us, the solution of the difficulty is easy. If the answer expresses only faith,
as in the case of the jailer, it wat>because he was an
unbeliever and ne4ldedfirst of all to be brought to
believe in the Sllvior. For the Lord says: "Without faith it is impossible to please him," Heb. 11:
6. If the answer expresses only repentance and
baptism as in the case at Pentecost; it is because
they were already believe:..s. That conviction has
already rf!ached thpir heart, is evident from the
statement of the text. "When they he3rd this they
were pierced in their heart.~' Acts 2: 37. If only baptism is expressed, as in the case of Saul.
"Arise and be baptized."
ActR 22: 16. It is because he was a penitent believer. He had seen the
Lord and for three days had been a praying, penitent believer. Acts 9: 9-11. The believer was not
told to believe, nor was the penitent believer either
told to believe or repent. The answer was suited
to the condition of the person addr-essed. Now by
combining all these answers we get the full answer
to the question, "What must I do to be sa,,:ed?"
The foregomg scripturp'8 say:
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, repent of
your sins, confess the Lord as your savior and be
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, and thou shalt
be saved." In the apt language of Albert Barnes
"this is the complete divine arrangement in order
to the forgiveness of sins," or, in order to salvation
from past "ins. Thus is one scripturally "tranillated from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom
of God's dear Son."

(Oontinued from page 3.)

. 1_' .

Ga., and there and at Lonlitdale and River View he
ought to build up good congregations within a year.
besides the w6rk that is needed at this place (Opelika), Auburn, and many other points. This is indeed a field that is ripe and needs reapers. We
have first-class preaching talent at Anniston, Selma,
Eutaw, Birmingham, Culman, Phrenix City, and
other places either one-half or six-sevenths of the
time, while th.ese people are starving in tL'emidst of
plenty for the sincere milk of the word. God will
hold soniebody responsible and fearfully so. J. A.
Branch i8 cleaHng his skirts, but who else, north of
Selma. or Montgomery ill?
I am to preach here in the court house te-night.
CSlnget it for only one night, then I go to Shady
Grove for Saturday and Lord's day, and then to
Auburn to' meet Branch and go below-I do not
know wher.e-I only know it means work, as Branch
is the captain of the expedition. I expect to get
home sometime in JU'.le, and say through this channel to the churches that I have promised to wor\
for this summer, get ready, I cannot do everything
in July and AUgUllt. Let me begia as early as possible. I have lost two months with La Grippe this
year, but am about well of all symptom. of it now,
and anxious for the fight; let me to the enemy.
There are a few disciples here, the remnant of
a congregation left to perish by A. C. Borden; also
a few at. Auburn, at both places without houses and
poor. Oh, the work and Kacrificeneeded in Alabama! "Come over into Macedonia and help us."

A. C. ll~NBY.
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But t hey all Drink.
It is well known that at certain central agencies
a record is kept of the name, position, and standing
of nearly every business man in the country. ·Careful men are employed to collect this information;
and it not only includes the amount of property
which the parties are worth, but also their standing
as regards punctuality, promptness, integrity, temperance, morals, etc. A number of years ago, it is
stated, l\ firm of four men in Boston were rated as
"A. 1." They were rich, prosperous, young and
prompt. One of them had the curiosity to see how
they were rated, and found these facts on the book,
and was satisfied; but at the end it was written, "but
they all drink."
He thought it was a good joke at
the time, but a few years later two of them were
dead, another was a drunkard, and the fourth was
poor and living partly on charity. That one little
note at the end of their rating was the most important and significant of all the facts collected and embodied in their rating.-Ghristian.
.....................................................
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Our Signatures.
From this on, all the articles on
these two pages will have the name
or the initials of thoRe who wrote them
attached, except those written by the
first editor of this paper.
For some
months we have been potting on this
page the series of articles on the
"Great Salvation," with no name to
them, which would ind icate that they
were editorials, written by the editor,
but they were not. They were from
the pen of that able writer, J. H.
Roulhac, of Union City, Tenn. Our
business has been so varied, so extensive and intensive, since coming to
Nashville, that we did not have time
to write just such editorials as we
wanteti, and got Bro. Roulhac to supply this deficit for us for the time being. Our readers can testify that it
has been ably done, and now we want
to thank Brother Roulhac
for his
kindn'ess. What he writes from this
on will be over his own signature.
What appears on these two pages,
with no name attached, you can hold
the senior editor responsible
for.
What Brother Spiegel writes will have
his initi~18, O. P S., attached.
In all
eventR, editorially speaking, our readers and exchanges can bold the editors "'esponsible for the views put forth
on these two pages, but not for the
views nor expressions of our correspondents.
Our correspondents
will
have to come in the bounds of good
grammar good raiiling and good reading, or woe be unto their communications.

A Great Loss.
Nashville is soon to suffer a great
loss in the person of R. Lin Cave, who
has preached acceptably for the Vine
Street Church for about 15 yearll.
Brother Cave stallds as high with all
classes of people, both in and out of
the church, as any minister here.
He
is now president of the Preachers' Alliance, an organization of all the Protestant preachers in Nallhville. He is
an excellent preacher, has' been exceptionally successful in his ministry,
and has a superior disposition and
Christ·like spirit. There is possibly no
preacher in the Church of Christ in

all the South who stands as high as R.
Lin Cave. He has been called upon
to preach more commencement sermons and addresses during the last
fO'lr months, perhaps, than all the
other Christian preachers in Tennessee (.ut together. We have only known
Brother Cave personally since last
summer, but during this short time,
we have learned to appreciate him
highly, for his wise eounsel, and gentlemanly' Christ-like spirit. We hate
to see him leave Nashville.
Wehope
the Vine Street Chnrch will get a
man that can fill his place, it will be
hard to do. Brother Cave takes
charge of the Broadway Church iu
Louisville sometime soon.

A Late Movement.
The Commons is the name of a new
paper published in Chicago, in the interest
of the "Social settlement"
question.
There is a move now on
foot to help in a practical, common
sense way the lower strata in society,
c>r rather ,",on-society. In Chicago
there are whole wards filled up almost w holly of laboring peoRle of every stripe, of socialists, anarchists, etc.
These are districts where only such
classes live, where ,rent is cheap, and
where the unemployed resort.
IdleneSAbreeds poverty and Nickedness.
For a time it hall been a qqestion with
many good people in Chicago what
to do with these socialistic settlements' and a more serious question
with others, what the Socialistic element would do with Chicago. Socialism is largely the result of misapplied capital in the hands of Christian
people, coupled with a failure of
Christian people to do their duty with
the great laboring classes that a large
city must necessarily have.
As a
rule the money of this country is in
the hands of Christian people. The
sharp competition in trade and all
kinds
of manufacturing,
and the
greedy desire for wealth, causes the
working man to be prized down to a
salary scarcely sufficient to live on
when employed and drawing the salary, but when a "shutdown" comes, or
sickness overtakes the family, or by
any means this small supply stops,
when the poor man looks upon the
wealth and magnificence of his Christian brother's
possessions, he feels
very much like things are unequal in
this world. The poor man can't get
the work to do, he has no supplies,
he can't live without them, he can't
steal, he can't get food and raimenthe is in the midst of a bad fix. This
is the condition of multiplied thousands in large cities, and it' is this
problem that confronts our large cities, and with which consecrated men

are beginning to deal.
Theorizing
with such questions as these does no
good j it requires action-active
and
interested personal contact with the
uDfortunate.
Realizing this necessity, noble Christian men, with their
wives and children, have moved into
these neglected city centers, teach
night schools and practical living, arrange for work for the unemployed,
as far as possible, and put the laboring people in condition to help themselves. Personal contact of the upper with the lower strata of socie'y,
for the purpose of uplifting and benefitting the lower is the latest move on
the part of church people in the large
cjties. This is getting back to the
original position of the race, where
all can realize that God is our common
father, and W<l are all brethren. Recognition, personal contact, an outstretbhed hand, a friendly uplift, is
what the dish. ar,ened, dejected denizen needs.

Outside- Organizations.
Those who oppose what is sometimes called or~anized mis8ion work,
severely condemn "outside or~anizations."
What do they mean by outside organizations?
Outside of what,
the local congregation, or the churcn
of God which includes all Christians?
A.re they looking at the church in part
or in whole, as some monster organization or ecclesiasticism which men
and women "~oin" at their pleasure,
and get "dennits" from when it suits
their convenience?
Are not, rather,
the principles of the kingdom within
each disciple? and each individual
who has these heavenly p:inciples, is
he not a "branch,"
or a part o[ the
kingdom?
And if only one such be
in a District, State, or Nation, is he
not the kingdom in that locality?
Do
not the people judge the merits of the
kingdom by his maLner of life? If he
does good, the church of God gets the
credit, and is admired.
If he does
evil, the church is dishonored.
So it
is if half dozen, or half a thousand, represent the principles of the kingdom
in any locality.
But we all know that
"In union there is strength."
Hence
those advocating the same principles
should co-operate with each other in
an intelligent way.
Nor can it in any sense, be called
co-operation, for one in China, one in
Japan, one in IBdia, one in Africa,
and one in America, while all even
hold to the same principles, never
to have auy conferences together, or
come in touch with each other iu any
way. Those who advocate co-operation in this way do not advocate co-operation at all. To co-operate is "To
labor' jointly for the same end j to
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work together."
But how can two
walk and work togethe ~ except they
he agreed; and how can they agree
unless they confer with each other;
aud how can they confer with each
other unless they either get tC'gether
or have some correspondence
abou~
the work?
Christianity is a warfare;
but in order to a successful onset the
soldiers must get together.
In the
recent
war between
Turkey and
Greece, the Greeks scattered throughout the world were asked to come
back to Greece to help in the struggle.
Why not stay at their homes in
America and elsewhere, since they all
had Greek principles within them?
Could not they have been as successful? Ah, my friends, as there must
be a co-operation,
or "working to-

• gather" in order to success, there
must first be a getting together.
People generally act very sensibly about
temporal
affairs, but very foolish
about spiritual.
In substance, then, they Jay down
the following proportion, which none
of them will affirm:
"All organizations and co-operations for the spread
of the Gospel of Peace, which are not
aulhorized by the word of God, are
sinfnl, because antagonistic
to the
Holy Scriptnres."
Will anyone
affirm this proposition?
It sets forth
the difference between us on mission
work.
Our SUliday-schools, Endeav·
or Societies, Mission Bands, Bible
Societies, Newspaper and Publishing
Societies, Bible Schools and Colleges,
District, State and National t.,onventions,-are
all "outside
organizations," other than the local congregational organizations, none of them intending to supplan't the church of God,
but to assist in the various good works
of the kingdom.
Who will affirm that
these organizations must all be sinful?
They are all resting upon one foundation. The same argument that condemns one condemns all. Who has the
lawful authority to discriminate for
anyone but himeelf?
O. P. S.
We give below some important
figures concerning Jerusalem, which
will be worth filing away for future
reference.
"The history of Jerusalem is given
in the Bible for a period covering
fifteen centuries.
In that time it was
besieged no less than seventeen times;
twice it was razed to the ground and
on two other occasions its walls were
leveled.
The first siege took place
immediately after the death of Joshua,
Judges 1: 8. During the period of
the Judges it was repeatedly aBsaulted. But the lower city only was ever
taken till David aSl!aulted and took it
with 280,000 men, I. Chr. 12, 1046 B.
C. by Shishak king of Ejl;ypt i besieg-

ed and taken for the fourth time in
the reign of Jehoram about 887 B. C.
by the Philistines who sacked it;
again with the same result about 837
B. C. in the reign of Amaziah by Joash.
This time the walls were destroyed.
The walls were rebuilt in the reign of
Uzziah. During the reign of Jehoiakim the city was twice taken by
Nebuchadnezzar, about 600 B. C.; besieged both times. In the short reign
of Jehoiachin the city was again besieged, taken, and pillaged by Nebuchadnezzar.
In Zedekiah's reign besieged, taken, and for. the first time
utterly destroyed.
B. C. 588-5 (Neh.
4: 2.)
By a decree of Cyrus the rebuilding
of the city was begun in B. C. 534.
The temple was completed in 516, but
the walls were not finished till about
450 B. C., by Nehemiah.
The city
was taken again by Ptolemy Sotor (B.
C. 320,) in 203 by Antiochus, in 199
by Scopas, by Antiochus again with
sack and pillage in 170,and under Appolonius 168, the walls were again
destroyed,
partly rebuilt 165 under
the Maccabees, besieged and destroyed by Simon in 142. From this time
on it was repeatedly besieged, and
destroyed and rebuilt, but on a limited scale. In it was taken by Pompey,
and the walls enti.rely demolished. In
37 Herod, assisted by the Romans,
besieged and took the city. He rebuilt and greatly improved it. In the
early part of 70 A. D., Titus took and
destroyed the city, burned and completely demolished it. For more thap
fifty years it disappeared from Listory.
In 134 it was again taken after a desperate defense by the Romans, the
walls razed and the site ploughed up.
For nearly five centuries the city was
then tree from the horrors of war and
slowly grew up again till, in 614, it
was taken by the Persians, retaken
by the Ro~ans in 628, taken by the
Crusaders in 1099, retaken bySaladin
in 1187."

•

Editorial Notes.
The brethren at St. Louis are in the
midst of a glorious Union Tent Meeting. We are awaiting the results with
earnest expectancy.
./

Brother Manire has returned
to
Jackson, Miss., his old home, and will
resume hi~ work. May the Lord bless
our dear old brother in his lonely condition.
./

We would like to call the attention
of our preachers to our "Scrap Cabinet File" on another page. This is a
fine, cheap device for assorting and
filing away clippings from papers.

We see from the Church Register,
of Plattsburg, Mo., that Brother Creel,
the able editor of the Register, has
sold an interest in his papar to three
other preachers, but for the present
withholds their names.
The editor is this week in Oxford,
Ala., in a good meeting.
Th&re is no
church in Oxford, but about ten or fifteen members, who have their membership at Anniston.
We trust that
ere many months we may have a
building and an organized congregation of disciples here.
We chronicle with much regret the
sad loss to the School of the Evangelists on a recent date, about seven
thousand copies of Brother Johnson's
books. To help recover this loss, he
is offering a scholarship in his Correspondence
Bible Course
cheap.
Write bim at Kimberlin Heights, TeJn.

~.

Try It This Week.
Let no day pass without pers0nal secret C9mmunion with God.
Begin each day by taking counsel
from the word of God, if but one verse
while you are dressing.
Put away all bitter feelings, and
brooding over slights or wrongs, no
matter from whom received.
Let no opportunity pass without
owning your Savior before others, and
. modestly urging all to accept his service.
Let no opportunity pass to say a
kind word, do some kind deed, or at
least, smile upon those you meet. Do
this not affectedly, but sincerely as
unto the Lord.
Guard well the door of your lips that
no unchaste word, jest or story, no
slander or cutting remarks, no irreverent or untruthful statements shall
pass out.
Remember each day that Christ will
surely come, suddenly come, quickly
come; and it may be this day will determine how his coming will find us,
as it must to thousands.--our Hope.

•
I have had many things in my hands,
and I have lost them all, but whatever I have been able to place in God's
hands, I still possess.-Martin
Luther.

•
Little self-denials, little honesties,
little passing words of sympathy, little nameless acts of kindness, little silent victories over favorite temptations-these
are the silent threads of
gold, which, when woven together,
gleam out so brightly in the pattern
of life that God approves.-F.
W.
Farrar.
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W. B. M. Day, is not siInply an
'annual
appointment to raise funds,
.
..
~but it is a day when the National ofSELMA: Our~e~tmg~sm
full blast.
;flcers have a ri!1'ht to expect a vast
Brother Ohast~m IS d01~g so~e ex· ~
't increase
of our membership.
This
c.ellent p.reachmg.
Meetmg stIll c~n - '\ end can only be accomplished
by
tmues WIth large crowds and good m- - every sister lending her talents of
terest.
Seven additions
to date..
d
t th
VOICe, pen an song 0
e preparaPray for us
E. V. SPICER.
tion of a program, that will intelliANNISTON: Our meeting closed at
OXford, June 3. Brother M. F. Harmon and my Brother S. P. held this
meeting, and they did us good work.
We organized a church with about 20
members, and had six additions during tlle meeting
While we did not
have a great number to join, we had
a good meeting, and there was lasting
good
done. Brother
Harmon did
some fine preaching, and many of the
. best people attended
our services.
Arrangements
have been made to
have preaching in Oxford twice each
month.
The flrst Lord's day in May
we organized a Sunday school there
with 32 scholars, and the first Sunday
in June
the school numbered 42.
This shows our growth for the first
month's work.
The future for our
people in this part of the state is
brighter than it has ever been.
Yesterday was a good day with us
Our audiences were not quite so large
as usual on account of a tent meeting
which has been in progress for two
weeks.
It closed last night.
The
work is progressing nicely.
We will
begin the Home Department
of Snnday school work with the beginning
of next quarter, by which we hope to
greatly extend our usefulness.
J. E. SPIEGEL.

-

FLORIDA.
OCOEE: While the criminal world
is demanding "your money; or your
life,"
Ohrist's church says, "Your
money, ANDyour life."
In these days of diminishing income,
it is an interesting
study to closely
observe in what order different members of the church cut off those things
they resolve to do without.
While
we are in this pains-taking
manner
avoiding one kind of debt, are we
equally as concerned in paying the
debt, are we equally as concerned in
paying the debt we owe the world for
Ohrist's sake? There is a golden opportunity for work presented in their
National Day of our O. W. B. M.
The pastor and officers of the restricted village auxiliary, will be held
responsible for the outcome of this
Day, just as full:\, as the well eqnipped
city churches.

gently present to he" church and the
public, the claims and object of our
organization.
.
Sing missionary
songs,
fire the
heart with missionary prayers, read
and study the articles in our June
Tidings of each year, especially the
June number of 1894. Get your pastor
to preach a sermon on indi virlual responsibility each one of us must bear,
in the cause of speeding the Gospel
Ory. If he is not interested
in the
methods used by our organization,
give him some of our literature,
and
let him learn for himself how this
Board is claiming the intelligent investigation and co-operation
of our
most studious representative
brethren; and how that many look upon
this work as the "Ohild of Promise"
in our world -wide brotherhood.
The demands upon us this year are
of an unusually serious nature, owing
to the havoc made by the plague and
famine, in certain. districts
of the
heathen
world.
The national fund
will welcome the smallest offering
with prayerful gra:itude, in these trying times.
But sisters, simply paying a check,
or any sum of mone:\, , is not always a
help to a good cause. You must know
about it, and interest yourself in it
first. This is what Wllhope to accomplish on our O. W. B. M. Day.
There surely can be no keener delight than the knowledge that you are
having a part in this work of Ohristian women, who are uniting the women of all limes and castes into one
unbroken sisterhood.
Beloved sisters and pastors of the
South, do nqt under value the importance of each church preparing
at
once, a program for this Day. "Expect great things from God, attempt
great things for God."
REBEL WITHERS.

-

MISSISSIffI.
ORAWFORD: Our hearts have lately
been made to rejoice and we are so
full of gladuess that we cannot for·
bear to write to the MESSENGER,and
thus tell our brethren, that they may
rejoice witb us.
Bros. N. B. Patterson and John E.

Wells have just closed a grand, good
meeting at this place.
The meeting
continuedt 'woweeks, and nine valliant
soldiers were added to the army of
the Lord.
Never was a meeting begun under m()re unfavorable circumstances.
Aside from the inclmency
of the weather, we had to contend
with a spirit of lethargy within the
church, and a spirit of persecution
without.
Our Sunday school was
dead, and it had been two years since
we had done any thing at all in the
way of church work.
Indeed, those
outside of the .church and some of
our members had come to think that
we were too dead to ever be revived.
It seemed that everyone that moved
away was a member of the Ohristian
Ohurch, and what few members were
left were not able to employ a minister.
Bros. Patterson
and Wells had
their large tent, and it was well
fil13d at almost every service.
No
man in the Ohrislian
Ohurch could
have done better preaching than did
Brother Patterson
in this meeting.
He presented
the gospel in such a
torcibl e and earnest manner that many
were made to tremble unqer its influence. Brother, Wells, also, was faithful in his work, touching the hearts
of all with his consecrated
voice.
These brethren
are making a great
sacrifice to preach the word in destitute places, and they should have the
support of every loyal follower of
Ohrist in Mississippi.
In consequence of the meeting, we
have raised sufficient funds to support a minister for (.ne Sunday in
each month.
We are all greatly encouraged, and aim 0 do more for the
Master than ever before.
Yours in
hope,
A MEMBER.
SHERMAN: On Monday night, May
24, I began a meeting at Verona,
Miss. There are about 350 people
living. in Verona
The country surrounding it is good and is thickly settled. I continued till the next Sunday
night, using the Presbyte,-ian church
hous '. Many of the people never
heard our preachers.
The attendance was good and the attention all
that I could ask. The following subjects were discussed: Prayer, Rightly Dividing the W ord- three sermons;
Oonversion of the Jailor, Oonversion
of the EunUCh, Ohristian Unity, The
Three
Baptisms,
and Heaven.
I
closed Sunday night, and the Methodists had announced that they would
begin on Monday.
Several of their
preach~rs arrived Monday morning.
If the brethren will help me, I will go
back tliis summer and remain 10 days.
Let all who will help in supporting a
tent meet,ing there, write me. Fraternally,
G. A. REYNOLDS.
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SOUTH KENTUCKY.
HENDERSON: Our Children's Day
exercise was given last night to an
overflowing house.
Our collection
amounted to something over thirtyfive dollars, but fell s10rt of last year.
After having been our pastor, and a
very acceptable one, too, for more
than seven and one -half years, Brother James Vernon resigned yesterday
morning, to take effect during the
summer or fallI. He has made no
arrangements for the future, and has
had no correspondence along such a
line. Very truly,
O. W. RASH.
OWENSBORO:Our Sunday school
obl'erved Children's Day yesterday,
and made it a "high day."
The exercises prepared by Brother Duncan
were rendered with great suecess before a crowded hou,e.
The collection
amounted to $17.30. Everybody was
delighted with the services. Our regular school numbers 180, and the Home
Class dept. 100. The success from
school is largely due to the untiring
efforts of our Supt. S. W. Bedford, and
our f'fficient corps ot teachers, while
the credit of yesterday's exercises is
largely due to Mrs. T. W. Floyd. Re• spectfully,
R. H. CROSSFIELD.
CENTRALCITY: For thirteen days
Eld. W. H. Fin~h, of Cadiz, Ky.,
spoke twice a day to the delight and
edification of all t,rue lov&s of God and
humanity.
I never heard first principles emphasized stornger by anyone.
His well executed charts serve to
plant indelibly the truths and facts so
forcthly presented by the speaker upon the hearts of all who are willing to
know the truth.
His lessons to the
saints on "second principles"
were
equally clear and emphatic.
He has
no compromise whatever to make
with. s)n, and boldly takes his stand
for the right against thl' wrong and
the weak against the strong.
We are
all grateful for so powerful, yet so
humble an instrument in God's hands
for the extension of the kingdom of
his dear Son. The visible results are
seven additions, the church more active, and aliens' and religious neighbors reading their Bible critically.
I
will begin a meeting in a short time at
Chestnut Grove, Muhlenberg Co. I
will also hold one at Lewisburg, Ky.,
in June, and one for the Bessemer
church, in Plueblo, Colorada, in October. If others desire my services as
an evangelist, please communicate as
early as convenient, as I desire to
complete
my program.
Christianly
yours,
1. H. TEEL.
FAIR DE~LING: Last week I made
a trip to Paducah.
Took dinner On

the way with Bro. W. A. Utley at
Briensbnrg.
Bro. Utley is preaching
regularly at four points but finds it
necessary to cultivate a crop to sopplement his salary.
How churches
can expect a man to do them satisfactory service and follow the plow
all the week is a matter I can't understand.
It is a fact that but few members of the church outside of the
preachers have taken the first lesson
in sacrifice. Oh! that we could appr'lciate the blessed privil~ge of being
co-workers together with Christ for
the salvation of souls. We are fellow workers together.
If not fellow
workers then what?
I found Bro. Pinkerton of the First
church at Paducah in the midst of a
meeting with his congregation. Judging from his audience Wednesday
night, he is having a very interesting
meeting.
I filled my regular appointment at
Almo Sunday and Sunday
night.
Almo is taking on new life. They
have decided that they must have a
Sunday-school and will or~anize next
Sunday. The
weather
has been
against us at Almo. There has been
but one regular meeting day since
last July that it has not rained or
snowed.
Our work at Fair Dealing is moving
along very well. Bro. C. E. Moore
of Murray who hel? our meeting last
fall wit,h such unexpected success under the unfavorable
circumstances,
will again help us this fall beginning
on the second Sunday in September.
On account of my own poor health
and the health of my family I have
been unable to push the canvass, in
the "Purchase," for our South Ky.
Christian Missionary Association as I
so greatly desired.
I w ill say to the
churches that I have not visited yet,
be~iu to lay by you in store I'll come
yet. Let your contribution be liberal.
The South Ky. work is helping more
weak churches this year than ever.
We organized 8 new churches last
year.
They must be put upon their
feet. Then you know the convention
won't meet till October, so instead of
a year you see oar work must be kept
going sixteen months on one canvass
of the churches.
In reply to Bro. Gant's suggestion
some time back.
I" ould say by all
means let us a day for South Ky. Missions. Let us hear from you brethren through the MESSENGER. What.
do you say Preachers, will you make
an appeal and take up contributions
and pledges for the South Ky. Mission
work if there is a month set apart for
South Ky. Missions?
Yours for Christ,
1. L. NELSON.

TENNES.8EE.
ROCKWOOD:Closed meeting at Oardiff June 1, with forty addition&-8ome
from the Methodists, some from the
Baptis's, some from the Pre8byterians, 80me restored, some from the
world. We had large audiences all
the time, and interest increased from
the beginning.
The preaching was
plain, but pointed.
The people are
hungering for the Jerusalem g08pel.
Pray the Lord for more Laborers.
W. J. SHELBUBNJII.
UNION OITY: We are still 8truggling. Our efforts have been snccel8fuI. Can you spare me a few copiee
of your paper-the
i8sne containing
my long letter, May 21? I thank yon
heartily for the publication of same.
May God open your heart to this
work. You know our condition, our
weakness, etc. I will organize acongregation in Dyersburg two weeks
hence. The good work still goes on.
Success to you. Weare still in need
of money and friends.
YOUl'8 in
Christ,
A. C. OmcHoN.
SPRINGFIELD:Bro. John A. Stevena
of Mississippi has jost clo8ed a two
week's meeting for us, and left yesterday morning to return to the work
in his own state.
Bro. Steven8 held
us a most delghtful meeting, one of
those meetings which everyone
is
ready to pronounce a socce8S. Our
little band was built up spiritually
and much encouraged in the work.
There were four added to our number
by confession and obedience.
Manifold circumstances have combined to render our field exceedingly
difficult. Much 10ng-8tanding prejudice has existed among the denominations caused by abuse of tbeir doc·
trines and utter disregard for their
feelings. This of course is combined
with their i~norance of oor plea, which
has been greatly misrepresented
to
them.
For some time every effort haa
been put forth to eliminate thi8 prejudice and to create a better feeling,
so that we may get the ears of the
people and give them a better nnderstanding of what we teach. To have
secured the services of a narrow bitter
man at this timo would have nndone
all that our persistent efforts have accomplished along this line, and would
have been almost fatal to our cause.
Bro. Stevens was all our hearts could
have desired. The people came in
crowds to hear him, and while he
presented our grand plea in hiB own
characteristic strong and attractive
way, he did it without offense; not
once did he call the name of a 8ingle
(Continued on page 15.)
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PUZZLING

THE

ROYAl.

SOCIETY.

The proceedings of the Royal So'ciety of London were not taken so serIously a hundrEid and fifty years ago
lIJ3 they are now.
A sailor who had
broken his leg was advised to send to
the Royal Society an account of the
remarkable manner in which he had
healed the fracture.
He did so. His
story was that, having fractured his
leg by falllng from the top of the mast,
he had dressed it with nothing but tar
and oakum, which had proved so wonderfully efficacious that in three days
he was able to walk just as well as before the accideut.
This remarkable
story naturally caused some e.xcitemern
among the members of the society. No
one had previously suspected tar and .
oakum of possessing such miraculous
healing powers. The society wrote for
further particulars, and doubted, indeed, whether the leg had been really
fractured.
The truth of this part of
the story, however, was proved beyond the shadow of a doubt. Several
letters passed between the Royal Society and the humble sailor, who continued to assert most solemnly that
his broken leg had been treated with
tar and oakum, and with these two applications
only. The' society might
have remained puzzled for an indefinite period had not the honest sailor
remarked in a postscript to his last letter:
"I forgot to tell' your honors that
the leg was a wooden one."-Harper's
Round Table.
TEN

FACTS

ABOUT FLAGS.

1. To "strike the flag" is to lower the
national' colors in token of submission.
2. Flags are used as the symbol of
rank and command, the officers using
them being called "flag officers." <:""'1
flll.gs are square to distinguish them
,from other banners.
3. A "flag of truce" is a white flag,
displayed to an enemy to indicate a desire for parley consultatio!Il.
4. The white flag is the sign of peace.
After a battle parties from ooth sides
often go out to the field to rescue the
wounded or bury the dead under the
protection of the white flag.
5. The red flag is a sign of defiance,
and is often used by revolutionists. In
our service it is a mark of .danger,
and shows a vessel to be receiving or
discharging her powder.
6. The black flag is the sign of piracy.
7. The yellow flag shows a vessel to
be in quarantine, or is a sign of a
contagious disease.
8. A flag at half-mast means mourning. Fishing and other vessels return
with a flag at half-mast to announce
the loss or death of some of them.
9. Dipping the flag is lowering it
sltghtly and then hoisting it again, to
salute a vessel or fort.
10. If the President
of the United
States goes afloat, the American flag
is' carried in the bow of his barge, or
hoisted at the main of the vessel on
board of which he is.-Anon.

Collegiate Institute,
Favetteville TeI)l}
This Institute believes in that kind of gentlemanly conduct that commends it.
self to people endowed with common sense. It takes no part in dude society, and
holds that boys and girls suffer injustice when the opportunity of labor has not been
offered them. It will not be a party to 1'heintellectual development of the very smart
untruly, know-it-all-good-for nothing young man who disregards a mother's love and
depends on the "old man" for support in his reckleness. The Institute prepares the
worthy, however humble, for real life.
Expenses are in the reach of nearly all the people, '$125 will pay board, furnished room, fuel and lights, and literary tuition for an entire school year. The next session will open Monday Aug. 23, 1897; "nd close May 2, 1897.
Address, JAMES A. TATE.

LARGEST JEWELRY HOUSE IN THE SOUTH.

B. lit STIEP JEWELRY CO.
208""'210

UNION STREET,

NASHVILLE.

IiEADQUARTEIX~

TENN.

FOR

J

QtaD)0I).ls,Wafcb~s, Ril)~ ~Yl1~h.y,
Sf~l'lil):5 Sn"itl' al).l 8m Glass
Wal'e, Sy>itcfacles. 810c~s, ~1'01)3~sal).l Ral)cy G00.ls.
Send for our Latest Illustrated Catalogue. 'Mail orders promptly attended to.
Repairing a specialty. All work warranted.

d.

B. <9ARR,

JVIal)ager.

BUY A DOCTOR.
The Hygienic

COSTS ONLY $5.

Hot Air lI.nd Vapor (Folding) Bath is the.
Best Physician on Earth.
You can have in your room an improved Russian and Turkish,
Hot Air Vapor, Alcohol, Oxygen, Perfumed, Mineral, Sulphur orHot Springs Bath.
Indorsed by Medical and Hygienic Journals, Sanitariums, Hospitals, State Institutions, and eminent physicians in all parts or
the United States. It cures Rheumatism, Syphilis, and FemaleTroubles, Skin and Blood Diseases, Liver and Kidney Troubles"
Catarrh, Dropsy, Nervousness, Malaria, and Bilious Troubles. Unsuppassed for mak-ing a beautiful complexion. It is an infallible remedy for Sleeplessness. WILLGrv:s:
YOUABETTERBATHTHANANYWATERONEARTH. Weight 5 pounds. AGENTSWANTED~

HYGIENIC BATH M'F'G. CO., Nashville.
,

Tenn.

"'

Caskey's

_ •.......

Last Book

NO-VV READY.
An interesting
book of about 300 pages, handsomely
bound in flexible cloth cover prepaid,
for ONE DOLLAR,
or in paper binding
prepaed for SEVENTY-FIVE
CENTS.
This contains,
besides an inter
esting Auto-biography
of Bro. Oaskey, some of his finest productions
over before published.
Order now.
MESSENGER
208 College

~treet,

PUB. CO.
NASHVILLE, TENN.

.••........................................................................................................................................................

-

.

Gospel Call"

$2.60 a dozen.
TENNESSEE

]\iIl~~ION~.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL DAY: For Tennessee missions first Lord's day in
April.
MISSIONARYDVY: For all christian
churches in Tennessee,
Brst Lord's
day in October.

B

OARDINGin a First'c1ass house is a'
luxury, when the charges are reasonable. When any of the friends of this pa:
per visit Nashvill~, they can find such a
Boarding house by caJling on Mrs ~. A
McAllister, 204 s. High street.
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111. p. $. ~. ]f. IDepartment.
THE BIBLE.

June 7. Early Study .. 2 Tim. 3: 1-17·
June 8. Study in Affliction. Acts 20:
25"35·
June 9' Home Study.
Deut. 6: 1-9·
June 10. "By Heart." Psa. 37: 30-40.
June II. Practical Study.
Psa. II9:
97-1°5.
June 12. Commentaries.
Neh. 8: 1-8.
June 13. TOPIC. "THE BEST WAY
TO STUDY THE BIBLE."
Psa. 19:
7-14.

"What think you of Ohrist·? " is the
important question of the Bible. It
should be studied to. give a cle~rer,
fuller idea of him, and what he is to
us. Who was he? What was he?
What was the purpose of his life on
earth?
To answer these, study the
gospels. What must I do to be saved?
study Acts. How should Ohristians
live? study the epistles.
The New
Testament is more important
than
the Old, but Moses considered a daily
study of the law as necessary.
The
Jews, it is true, were under the law,
and to disobey it me~nt swift, sure
punishment; but we, who are under
grace, have an equal need to know
what God wants us to do. To fully
understand
the New Testament, it
should be studied in the light of the
Old.
Study the Old Bible connectedly,
as the history of all God's people
through all the ages down to Ohrist.
Be familiar with its geography; good
maps are el!lsential for this. Having
them, it is still bet er to copy themmake an outliile of your own, trace on
it the wanderin~s of the Jews and the
chief events in their history, then you
cannot easily forget.
Study biograpically; learn who were the great men
of the Bible, and what made them so.
The only really necessal'y helps to
Bible study are a good concoruance,
a Bible dictionary, and maps-these,
with other minor helps, are found in
all teachers' Bibles, which are so
cheap now-a-days
as to be in the
reach of almost everyone.
Oommentaries are useful, but must not be depended on too much. Have your own
Bible, by all means, and ?on't be
afraid to mark it. You will soon become accustomed to its pages, and
your own notes will be a great help.
Some students suggest tlJarking with
colored inks: red, for all connected
with sacrifice in the Old Testament,
IlDd the atQJ!.ement in phe New; yel-

low, for glory; blue, for faith; black,
for sin, and so on. Others mark the
chapters: as, 1 Oor. 13, Love; 10or'
15, Resurrection;
Heb. 11, Faith;
James 3, Works.
In studying the
books, remember to whom each was
written, by whom, when, and what
eonditions it had to meet.
In studying Ohrist's life, it is well
to take the parables and miracles,
consider the purpose of each, and
what application it has for its discipIes to-day.
The best way to study the Bible, is
the way by which the most practical
knowledge of it may be gained.
No
two, perhaps, would choose the same
way in all its details; but, whatever
the mode of study, let it be systematic and regular.
Prov. 2: 1-15.
The Junior Society, of the Vine
Street Ohristian
Church, Nashville,
. has recently been reorganized.
Mrs.
M. S. Oombs, the Supt., reports four~een members, four of whom have
been gained durin~ the quarter.
Our Young Folks is conducting a
symposium on the Y. P. S. O. E.:
wherein lies its strength; what are
its dangers, if any, and how can they
be avoided?
A number of our most
prominent pastors have already respoJ;lded. H. L. Willett says:
1. The value of Ohristian Endeavor
lies in its appeal to the zeal and devotion of the young people of the
churches who are anxious to serve
Ohrist, but have never understood
just how to do it. This agency trains
them for service, and by means of the
pledge, wherein lies its strength, it
commits them to the activities and
duties of the life of Ohrist and the
church. It has discovered and put to
work that comparatively unknown and
unused force-the
young person in
the church.
2. Among its dangers
may be
named the tendency to consider participation in the prayer meeting the
only form of Ohristian service;
to
substitute sentiment for life; to depend on moods and feelings, rather
than on convictions and purposes; to
neglect the serious culture of mind
and heart by a systematic study of
the Bible and the literatare of Ohristian service, including Missions and
the History of the Disciples; to be
content with. ph~ forth putting of eo.-

'ergy in speech and action, without due
regard to the supply of fresh intel·
lectual and spiritual power.
These and other dangers are the
mere incidents of a great and benign
movement in the chnrch of Ohrist, and
are to be corrected, wenever they appear, by regard to a just proportion,
and to emphasize upon all, and not
simply a few of the elements and factors of the religions life.
E. L. Powell says: "Its
ongest
feature is the pledge: injury to this
vital part results in death.
It develops loyalty: it keeps the conscience
active; it gives a sense of responsibility that could not be otherwise so
prominently maintained.
One danger
is pietism-the
utterance of religious
words with no corresponding experience. We must guard against saying
without feeling. Another danger is
uninstructed utterance.
There is need
of teaching lest immature
speech
shall engender wrong conceptions of
the Ohristian life. However, I do not
apprehend much danger from this
source, for the young people will
learn by their mistakes.
I do not
know of an orga.nization that for the
most part is freer from criticism.
'Our hearts and hopes,' rather than
'our fears,' are with this organized
movement of youug people.
May
God bless it.
J. B. Briney speaks of the "danger
of impressing people, both in the Endeavor SJciety and out, that the obligations of the pledge are additional to
those implied in becoming lI. Ohristian.
I have heard good Ohristians say that
they did not want to take that pledge,
whereas everyone virtually takes it in
becoming a Ohristian."
He also says:
"Ohristian
Endeavor is 'strong and
commendable,' in that it puts young
Ohristians to work on practical lines
of work and worship, and develops
them into strong Obristian men and
women, and saves them from the dangers of idleness in the church.
One is
not apt to go astray while working
diligently for the Master.
CHRISTIAN

DEPOSITORY.

Give your children pure literature,
and you will reap pure thoughts.
Give them "light" reading, and you
will reap light thoughts.
Pure Literature, Bibles, Testaments,
Song Books, Bible Dictionaries, all
books reviewed in this column, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
address below.
The Ohristian Sunday' School Series
are the BEST.
Write for samples-:
free upon appli<:ation.
WM. S. BROAOHURST,
163°165 Fourth Ave.
P.
O. BOX 646.
:'!)~lI4ilVIl.<LE, t'
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you to accept my resignation."
The
Athens correepondent of the "London
Standard" reporlB an interview with
M. Ralii, in the course of which the
premier said that he was very grateful to England for her firmness, as
this might result in saving the corn
crop in Thessaly, valued at £1,000,000.
If the Turkish troops should withdraw
within a fortnight, he said, the crop
mi~ht be harve6ted; but if the withdrawal were delayed for a month, the
whole would be sacrificed, entailing a
10tlS to Greece
of quite £2,000,000,
since, if the crop were loet, tue government would be obliged to feed the
.,peasanlB and to incur other expenses.
WOMAN'S BUILDING.
- Very little progress appears to have
been made by the powers toward esCURIOUS BOOK TITLES.
The Bhnetallic
Conference.
tablishing peace between the belligerent powers, while the outlook fOT
President McKinley has appointed as
a general European' war grows more
tn the department of The Overland
commissioners to the bimetallic conimminent. Still that dire contingency
called "As Talked in the Sanctum"
ference proposed to be held in Europe,
may be averted.
Matters in Greece'
the following is spoken by "The Readpursuant to a resolution adopted b"
have assumed a very unfavorable aser"
"I have run acl'OtlSthe titles of a
the last Congress. The men he named
pect, and it is declared that- a conlot of curious books of Cromwell's .are Senator Wolcott of Colorado, Gen.
spiracy to dethrone the king has been
time. They rival our modern appelCharles J. Paine of Boston, and e~discovered, in
hich M. Ralii, the
lations of 'The Tinted Venus,' 'The
Vice President Stevenson.
Two of
prime minister, is implicated.
Gilded Sin,' and 'The Heavenly
them are pronounced friends of the
Twins.' Listen: 'The Christian Sodalfree coinfl!!'eof silver. Mr. Stevenson
ity; or, Ca.tholic Hive of Bees, suckMARRIAGI;: IN PURITAN
DAYS.
supported the Bryan ticket last fall,
Ing the Honey of the Churches' Prayer
Senator Wolcott supported the RepubBy John Miller McKee.
from the Blossoms of the Word of
llcan ticket in spite of the golu plank
God, Blowne out of the Epistles of the
in the platform. General Paine has,
A recent writer calls attention to
Goepels of the Divine Service throughit is said, given a great deal of attensome curious freaks which attended
out the Yeare, Collected by the Puny
tion to monetary matters.
He supmarriage in early Puritan days. For
Bee of all the Hive, not worthy to be
ported the gold standard in the last
instance:
named otherwise than by these elecampaign. All three are understood to
"Tue brIues of old-time Puritan
ments of his name, F. P.' 'A Fan to
be heartily in favor of an internation. days were seldom man-ied'in church,
drive away Flies: a theological treaal agreement for the coinage of botu
often in the new house that was destise on Purgatory.' 'A moet Delectable
gold and silver.
They sailed for
tined to be their home, and you may
Sweet Perfumed Nosegay for God's Europe May 8. BimetallislB abroad
believe it was generally bleak enough
Saints to' Smell at.' 'A Reaping Hook,
hailed their appoi~tment witll delight;
to I/.'ivean almost funereal aspect to
WE'lltempered, lor the stubborn Ears
but the reporlB from European capitals
the alIliir. The wedding gown was
of the coming Crop; or, Biscuit baked
give little -- n'luragement that anyfirst displayed in public at meetings.
in the Oven of Charity, carefully conthing definite CM. be accomplished.
Indeed, there was no other place where
served for the Chickens of the Church,
Mr. Balfour has already announced in
thl) bride could surely count upon findthe Sparrows of the Spirit, and the
parliament that the British governing all her friend8 together. The bride
SWMt Swallows of Salvation.' 'Eggs
and groom and bridal party opened the
ment would not go into a conference.
of Charity, layed by the Chickens 'of
show by proudly walking in a little
And Peru has adopted the gold standthfl Covenlint, and boiled with the
procession through the narrow streets
ard as Japan did a few weeks ago.
Warer of Divine Love. Take Ye and
to the meeting house on the Sabbath
eat.' 'Hooks and Eyes for Believers'
following the marriage. In Larned's
Brfleches.'
'High-heeled Shoes for
'History of Windham County, Conn.,'
'l'he Tnl'ko-Greek
Situation.
Dwarfs tn Holiness.' 'The Spiritual
is a description of such an amusing
The
powers
have
found
the
sultan
Mustard Pot, to Make the Soul Sneeze
scene
in Brooklyn, Conn. Further pubrather unmanageable, as might have
with Devotion.'
As I went
lic notice was drawn to the pride by
b!!en
eJ<pected.
He
has
assumed
the
through a list Of these archaic book
allowing her to choose the text for the
attitude and tone of an independent
captions the thought came to me that
sermon preached on the first Sunday
sovereign with a powerful army at his
J -night bring some fame to the circle
of
the coming out of the newly marback; the prestige of Turkey has been
by inditing a bibelot on 'The Fashried couple. Much ingenuity was eximmenl'ely increased by the outcome of
ion in Book Titles: How They Change.'
erciRed in finding appropriate and
the war. Turkey will no longer be wiilThere Is II. fashion in naming' of new
somE'times startling Bible texlB for
ing to obe,y without protest the orders
books-that is, novels. In Thackeray,
these wedding sermons. The instances
issued from the capitals of the great
DfckenB and Lever's day the name of
are well known of the marriage of Parstates, and the shadow on the dial in
the hero generally ga.ve his name to
son Smith's two daughters, one of
Eastern ]£urope hal' gone back many
the volume. J. Fenimore Cooper, Vicwhom selected the text, 'Mary hath
Yl'ars. Some idea of the pressure
tor Hugo, Dumas and Walter Scott afchosen that good part,' while the
brought to bear upon the sultan by his
fected. descriptive titles, while Charles
daughter Abbie, who married John
own pnpll may be gathered from the
Reade and Wilkie Collins went in for
Adams, decided the text; 'John came
fa~t that the grand vizier has presented
mystery. To-day the title is more ofneither eating nor drinking, and they
a report to the sultan urging that the
ten eh08en without regard to anything
say be bath a devil.' "
whole Of Islam was fully _etE'.rmined
between covers, llke Artemus Warde's
:\1:ary chose a minister for her life
to retain Thessaly, and adding: "Your
celebrated lecture on 'The BabeS in the
'A:1lMll
lIa8.Iaq M.OJql<XI ~n!o~ Inll\\ aqs
IP1.jl'Styrroved victorions in Armenian
Wood'-for example, 'Ships that Pass
asnllaaq 9!QQV .tOJ q:>'W.JdlOU PlnoNi
and other matters when you firmly reIn the Night'- or for pure sensationaq 1nQ 'Jaql1lJ Jaq A:qnO!lllla<llal' .101
fused to be dictated to by Europe.
alism note 'An Amazing Marriage:
A'ep ~n!ppaM..r.aqno lIVID
Th9refore you E.hould be equally firm 'paq:maJd S'llM.
'A Sawdust Doll,' 'Two Women and a
-.196 elI.L 'Jelt1OUIpU1l Jaq1llJ Jeq 01
on this occal'ion. Bnt if my views are
Fool,' 'Two Men In a Boat.'" -Chris,q'lllde00'8 l.J.8A "AI. -ell ptr8 'JalI~4
unpalatable to y()ur majeaty, 1 beg 0
tian Work.
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upon a "country squire" as a "briefless
lawyer" was then dElllignated contemptuously.
But Abbie knew better, as Gen. Taylor said years afterward of his daughter who married Jeff
Davis, and so she married John
Adams. History is silent as to what
became of Mary and her husband, but
it tells that Abbie became the wife of
a signer of the declaration of indepenclence and of a President of the
United States, and also the mother of
a son who became president.
Nashville, Tenn.
CHARM--WOMAN'S
BLE

MOST
GIFT.

DESIRA-

t.. &: N.

",'\""JlJD I GO TO SCHOOL'"

"Oh, father, need I go to school 1"
said Johnnie one morning as his mother was getting him r6ady. "I don't
understand bookll-I never shall. I had
rather cut wood with you in the bush,
ann work ever so hard."
"Johnnie, .how did we fell that big
tree yesterday?" asked his father.
"A stroke at a time, and keeping at
it," answered the boy.
"Exactly so," said his father. "A
word at a time, and keeping at it,
will make you a good speller; a sum
at a time, and keeping ae it, Ww make
you good in figures; a thought at a
time, and keeping at it, will make you
master of the hardest book in the
world. A patient keeping at it, Johnnie, and you will be a scholar."
"Is that all?" asked Johnnie.
"All," said his father.
"I do not know but I can do that,'
said Johnnie. And before sixs years
from that time he 6tood first in the
highe6t class at schooI.-our
Sunday
Afternoon.

In one of our most intimate and confidenti~ Wks a dear girl asked m~ to
tell her what I think the most desirable gift for a woman. She spoke of
several f·riends-one of them as having
graee of movement; another, as rarely beautiful, with brilliant eyes and
lovely complexion; a third, as accomplished, playing and singing, and
speaking two or three languages besides her own; a fourYJ.,as very. clever.
We may multiply the list, and as we
look over our circle of friendS WI6
easily see that nearly everyone hAs
For the present we are going to
something bright and individUal which
make the following liberal offer:
commends her to us; but the sum of
To the first one sending us in 30
the matter is that the gift of all gifts
subscribers (part lJ ay be renewals),
for a girl is expressed in one little
with $30 cash, we will give absoluteword of five letters-eharm.
If you
insist on my defining charm, I am
y free a $30 scholarship in the Tenafraid I will disappoint you, for it is
nessee Businlilss College, this city.
all difficult of analysis as a perfume.
This will entitle you to a free course
The better way, if I could manage it.
in Book keeping or Shorthand and
would be to show you somebody who
Type writing.
Those who w,nt to
has it, as I would show you a paint-'
.
enter
this
race
for
this scholarship will
ing on the wall, or a fiower in the
please drop us a card, and we will argarden. Very plain girls and women
range to pay you for all tihe subscribers
are sometimes endowed with this
you get, if you fail to get enough to
grace. I remember one who was not
pretty at all-a
little dumpy brown
entitle you to the scholarship.
This
thing, who uad not the art of dressis a fine opportunity for some young
Ing very well, and who slipped in and
man or young woman with pluck to
out of the roo1ll as softly and shyly as
gElta good businlilss education.
a mouse, bless her heart! But thill
sweet Elizabeth wlUl popular beyond
all the girls of her class; she was constantly 111 demand, and nothing could
bl! done Without nero In her case. charm
had several elements. Her voice Wa.!!
low yet clear. She never made and effect of insisting, as girls with snrill
voices do; her tones were soft and disTRADE MARKS.
tinct.
She was gentle but she was
DESIONS.
•
COPYRIOHTS
&'c.
not. overlooked in consequence. """
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
always knew where to find things. At
quickly ascertain, free, whether an invention i8
probably patentable.
Communications strictly
hoIWl her father and brothers appealconfidential. Oldest ""ency for securing patents
in America. We have a Washington office.
ed /0 her for the books and papers
Patents taken tbrolJl{h Munn & Co. receive
lpeclal notice in tbe
which were out of sight, but which it
was important to have on the instant.
beautifully Illustrated,
laI'l<est circulation of
Elizabeth could explain away little
any_scientific journal, weekly, terms $3.00a year~
IL60 Bix month8.
Specimen COplf>S and HANlJ
vexations. She remembered people's
BooK ON PATENTS sent free.
Addres.
names and faces-·a very great talent,
MUNN &. CO.,
~8~ nr"""""~".
~u". y •.
",.l1_
and one worth everybody's cultivating.
Elizabeth was considerate and fun of
Guarantee Position. Accept no"'olortuitlon, orean d.·
pooit mon.y in bank till p081tioniosecured. Carfare paid,
tact. I never saw her do a rude tning,
or heard her say anything unkind.DRAUGHON'S CtO~~n"'
__~_~
J<'romHarper's Round Table.
PRACTICAL
~

A Liberal Offer.

~ai1 aoad

Great Through Trunk .Line
BETWEEN

Gineinnati,I1eXington,I1ouisyUle.Eyans
YUle, St, I1ouis,
And the cities of.

Nashville, ft1emphis, montgometty, mobite and New Ott
lean s.
WITJiOUT
AND SPEED

A suicidal epidemic appearll'
raging in Greater New York,
'~'nrld" of May 27 reports that
lIad been thirty-fOur SUiCIdesin

•••••ts c1.Ua.

to be
"The
".ere
twen-

AMERICAN,

NASHVILLe.
TeNN •• aad TeXARKANA. TeXAS.
lndolled by B.nk ••.•, M.Mbllnlo and othera. BookkeepInl, Penmaoship, Shorthand. typewritingl Telegraphy,
etc. Four weeks Itt Bookkeeplt1:$ with us e«t.u.l.le 12 elsewhere. No vacation.
Enter any time. Board '10. To ordet
our books for homA Eltudy is next beat tbibg to entering out
tteboola.
WriLe u. at NUbv~lIe.
(J4entloD thi. paper.)

~JiA.~GE
UNRIVALED.

Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Sayan
nah, Macon, Jacksonville
and points In
Florida.
Connections
are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points. North, East
South and west.
In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
this road will receive special low rates.
See agents of this company for rates
rontes, &c., or write to
C. P. ATMORE, G. P. tv T· A.
loui'lville
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The modem standard Family Medicme : Cures the
common every-day

>
o ills of humanity.

w

z

o
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FROM

COLLEGES

IN

30 Days.

Special rates to Schools and Teachers.
Sample
copies sent {or examination.
Write fornrlcesand
circulars showing some of its Special Advantages,
Illustrations, etc. (Mention this paper). Address

DRAUGHON'S

Practical Business College,
Nashville, Tenn., or Texarkana, Texas.

"PROF. DRAUGHON-I learned
bookk""l'lng at
borne from your book. while holding a posItion as
nill'ht tel<!\lTllphoperator '. C. E. LEFFINGWBLL,
Bookkeeper for G ber & Ficks,
______
W_ho_l_es_L
~rs!S._C_h_ica.~.

.

_ -._ ..•.....

Wanted- An .Idea

~i:~~=

Protect 70nr Ideas: t hey rna". bring you wealtll.
Write lORN WEDDEHBURN I; CO
.. Patent Au..
_.Wublqton.
D. C•• lor their ,1.lIXl prIU ~
••
•• CIt ,wo hllD<lnd 1u•.•••'I0 ••• waa&ll4.

THE GOSPEl. MESSENGJm
You may grow wearied over the wealth of wonders to be seen, but, for
that wearied feeling, take a look at the world-renowned

Tennessee Centennial and
International Exposition.

NASHVILLE,
Brt lRoom
CHATTANOOGA
~MI~~I~S ~ :BU~~OR!f!f
& St.LOUIS RAILWAY.
M' !f' G. CO., ~~~~~~!.I.~~.~~.'}.~~.~~:~:.
G'pen JDa)2an~ 'Rlgbt.
'tllI1atm'tllI1elcomefot all.
of the

DON'T FORGET IT!

Rdmission fJ!ee as the Ritt You Btteathe.
Wait

Ul)til You Get to Nashville

Stoves

of any description.
Oil,
Gasoline, Alcohol, Coal,
Coke or Wood, Heating or
Cooking.

()b'
\) lna

Glass
WE

T'lnwatte

Before. Buvil)g
of latest shapes.
Each
piece tested before it
leaves the salesman's
hands.

in daintiest forms and
chaste decorations.
The
plain white for amateurs
in large assortment.

In t>rilliant cuttings, or pretty Tableware at prices that
please. Full line of Lamp
Goods.

Bl'eyeles

GUARANTEE ALL GOODS WE

r•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

By this line you secure the

_.,

-AT

fort, satisfactIOn,
THE-

MINI MUM

of expen~e, anxiety,
bother, fatigue.
If you are going NORTH or WEST, be
sure to take this line.
Both via new Hollow
THROUGH Rock
Route and the
SERVICE McKenzilJe Route be-

The stylish Stearns, the
splendid Halladay, our
own Centennial.
The
low-priced Juveniles.

SELL AND MAKE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~ NashvBleShorthand Institute ~
~ ~ Tennessee Business College.
~ ••se1yfe:pil1n)~u11is~iI)~ [f0use, '1&i0

MAX 1M U M of speed .• safe~y,com

I} €be:p:py ~f:Peef,

tween Nashville and Memphis, making
connection at Memphistwith
all lilies to
and from Arkansas,
exas and Southwest.

PULLM AN
PALACE
SLEEPING
CARS

Between M.emphis
a~d Nash.vJlle on
Night Trams.
Between Nashville and
Chattanooga, Knoxville, Washington,
Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York. Between Nashville
and Jacksonville,Florida.daily
year 'round
via Chattanooga,
Atlanta, Macon and
Tifton.
Excursion Tickets on sale during season.
EXCURSION TICKETS

•••. ~ALEXANDER FALL, fresident.

TYPEWmTI~,
BOOl{l{EEPlnG
TEIlEGRllPflY,
PEnlYIRnSflIP
liNn RIlIl ENGIlISft enllNGftEs TftOnOUGftIlY. TIIUGftT.

:z:::es.

trultion wit bin tbe 1Reacb of :all I. I. I.
1.1.1.(I;oo~J)oaltlona fot :all 'tllI1ben~ualineO.

(omplete <.tourae, lbomeItke (l;on"entencea.
$plenN~ Bpartmenta BIWa\?a<.tlean,
(l;oo~:JSoar~at mo~erate lRatea.
~erfect Satisfaction Given or Money Refunded.
~

CALL

OR WRITE

FOR

On sale at reduced rates from all points
on this line and connections to Nashville
and return during the continuance of the
Tennessee Centennial and International
Exposition.
~For
further information,
Ticket Agents or address

call upon

W. W. KNOX, Nashville, Tenn.
J. L. EDMONDSON,
So. Pass. Agt., Chattanooga, Tenn.
So'E. HOWELL,
Pass. and Ticket Agent,
Cor. 9th and Market Sts., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
W. L. DAt\LEY,
Gen'l Pass. and Tkt. Agt, Nashville
Tenn.

TERMS.

To Teachers" DRAUGHON'SPRACTICAL for
HOMESTUDvandf\lruseillliterary
and others • schools
and bUSIness colleges.
BOOk·

ILLUSTRATED,"

KEEPING

L3Fz:a

Nashville, Tennessee.

Faints, OB and Window Glass

Successfullyused in general class work by teachers
who HAVENOT had the advantage of a business
education. Will not require much ot the teacher's
time. N oth1ng like It IsSued. I'dc:e in reach of al1.

OVER ~
400 ~
''/INAl.

t1:0c£R
••

Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows.
ArtIsts
Materials and Mathematical Instruments.

A

Orders
Received

~tllII(

IN

COLLEGES

30 Days.

Special rates to Schools and Teachers. Sample
copies sent for examination. Write for prices and
circulars showing some of its Special Advantages.
Jl1ustrations,etc. (Mention this paper). Address

DRAUGHON'S Practical Business College,
NashYllle, Tenn., or Texarkana, Texas.
"PRo... DRAUGHON-Ilearned bookkl!el'ing at
home from your book. while holding a posItion as
IliMhttelegraph operator" C. E. LE••••INGwELL,
lloOkk:eeperfor G ~ tier & Ficks,
Wholesa..wr
Grocers, S. Chica~. IlL

-----...•.,.-

